
#3 Problems for 151:07{09 9/19/20071. The funtion S (the \squaring funtion") has domain all real numbers and is de�ned bythe formula S(x) = x2 for all x.a) Consider the funtion T whose domain is also all real numbers whih is de�ned byT (x) = nS(x) if x 6= 37 if x = 3 :Sketh a graph of T . What is limx!5T (x)? What is limx!3T (x)? Support your assertions.b) An evil interstellar visitor hanges exatly one million values of S and reates a newfuntion, V . What an be said about limx!aV (x) for all values of a? Support your assertions.2. Use your alulator to try to �gure out what might be the value oflimx!0 (ot x)(1� os 2x)xby traing the graph of (ot x)(1�os 2x)x for x near 0. Show the graph. Then �nd theexat value of the limit by using a omputation based on trig formulas and the fat thatlim�!0 sin �� = 1.3. f(x) is a pieewise funtion de�ned as follows: f(x) = 8><>: 2x2 + 2; if x < 1ax2 + bx; if 1 � x � 22� 6x; if x > 2 :a) Suppose that a = 2 and b = �3. Graph f(x) for 0 � x � 3. Find the left and righthand limits of f(x) as x approahes 1 and as x approahes 2.b) Find a and b so that the graph of f(x) doesn't have any jumps (that is, f(x) is ontinuouseverywhere). Graph the resulting funtion f(x) for 0 � x � 3.4. About a deade ago three enturies of e�ort by mathematiians ulminated in a proofthat there were no solutions to the Fermat equation an + bn = n if a, b, , and n arepositive integers, with n > 2. There are, of ourse, solutions when n = 2: for example,32 + 42 = 52.a) Does the equation 4x+5x = 6x have any solution? (The word \integer" does not appearin the preeding sentene!) If there is a solution, �nd an approximate value of this solutionwith auray �:05. If there is no solution, explain why.b) Suppose a, b, and  are positive real numbers. Explore whether the equationax + bx = xmust have a solution. This is a \free form" question: try to answer it as well as you an.You are not asked to provide a \formula" for x. You are asked to �nd onditions whihwill guarantee that suh an x either does or does not exist.One problem will be seleted for a writeup to be handed in at the next reitation meeting.Please see Professor Green�eld's Math 151 webpage to learn whih problem to hand in.


